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ABSTRACT
Fadi Abdal. M.S.E.E., Purdue University, May 1989. Current Controlled
Brushless Dc Motor Drive. Major Professor: Oleg Wasynczuk.
Current-control strategies for a three-phase four-pole brushless dc motor
are developed and analyzed. The brushless dc motor and the voltage-fed
inverter used in the system are first described. Voltage control through pulse
width modulation is presented and then the current-controlled brushless dc
drive system is examined in detail. A relationship between the inverter source
voltage magnitude and the motor’s parameters is determined. F eedback control
schemes are studied, and lastly the dynamic performance using computer simu
lation is presented.

I

CHA PTER!

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Over the years, the controllability of dc motors has made them a popular
choice for highly efficient adjustable-speed drive systems. Similarly, the
capability of rapid acceleration and deceleration in addition to their high
starting torque have made them very appropriate for many applications.
However, the main drawback of conventional dc motors is that they need a
commutator and brushes which are subject to wear and maintenance. As a
result, in the past decade, brushless dc motors have started to replace
conventional dc motors and their attendant problems [l].
The brushless dc motor includes an electronic inverter, or motor driver,
which switches (opens and closes) the circuit for variable intervals to modulate
the amount of direct current supplied from the voltage source. There is very
little power loss when the switch is fully on or fully off, and if fast switching is
applied, the losses are small providing a very high efficiency. Furthermore, the
brushless dc motor has controllability over a wide range of speeds and a good
heat dissipation arrangement. Therefore, brushless dc motors offer several
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advantages over previous brush-type motors and will undoubtedly displace or
complement the brush-type motors. Recently, attention has been focused to
develop the brushless dc motor as a variable-speed drive or as a torque motor.
As such, speed and current control are needed and a study of the dynamic
behaviors due to the applications of such control strategies is essential. In this
thesis, specific current control schemes are studied and analyzed. As a first
step toward this analysis, in Chapter II, the brushless dc drive system is
described in detail. This drive system consists of a three-phase four-pole
permanent-magnet brushless dc motor and a three-phase six-step voltage
inverter. The dynamic equations of the brushless dc motor and the voltage
equations of the inverter are also presented and analyzed in Chapter II.
Moreover, development of suitable switching logic for the voltage-fed inverter
is essential to an adequate current control strategy. The inverter switching
logic is described in Chapter III, where voltage control through pulse width
modulation (PWM) and current control for the brushless dc drive system are
presented. There are two strategies in controlling the phase current. The first
is by applying pulse width modulation to the voltage inverter with a fixed
frequency and fixed duty cycle. The second is by varying the duty cycle
according to the error in the phase current, which is the phase current
subtracted from a preset reference current. Au important relationship between
the inverter source voltage and the machine parameters is derived which
insures smooth operation and satisfactory performance.
Finally, in Chapter IV, feedback control strategies are presented
whereupon the motor’s equations are used to derive a feedback block diagram
with proportional feedback controller. To illustrate these current and feedback
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controllers, the dynamic performance of the brushless dc motor is also
presented in Chapter IY with the aid of computer simulation. The simulations
are performed with either fixed or variable duty cycle. In the simulation for
variable duty cycle, a ramp comparison is utilized where the error in the phase
current is compared to a triangular waveform to generate the inverter
switching signals.
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CH A PTER H

D E S C R IP T IO N O F T H E BRUSHLESS DC D R IV E SY STEM

2.1 D escription of a T h ree -P h ase F o u r-P o le P e rm a n e n t-M a g n e t
B rushless Dc M o to r
In the past decade, the brushless dc motor has become widely used as a
high-speed small-horsepower control .motor. This motor is simply constructed,
has no brushes or commutators and has a similar power/volume ratio as a dc
motor [2 ].
An essential step toward the analysis of the motor’s electronic
commutation is a basic understanding of its properties and dynamic
performance. One of the main differences between a conventional dc motor
and a brushless dc motor is that the former uses commutator segments and
brushes to change the polarity of the voltages applied to the rotor coils, the
later is an ac device supplied by a dc-to-ac inverter. It is typically a threephase synchronous machine with three stator windings connected in wye or in
delta. The stator windings are identical windings displaced 120 degrees, each
with resistance rs and with Ns equivalent turns.
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In general, the brushless dc motor is a permanent-magnet synchronous
machine supplied with phase voltages whose frequency is equal to the rotor
speed. This is done by measuring the rotor position and by applying voltages
with a frequency corresponding to the rotor speed. The measurement of the
rotor position is typically accomplished using three Hall-effect sensors mounted
on the stator close to the rotor magnets. When a north pole is under a sensor,
its output is nonzero and it has a zero output whenever the south pole is
under the sensor. An electronic circuit decodes the Hall device signals and
controls the polarity of the voltages applied to the three phases of the motor.
This power switching is done using an inverter wherein the power transistors
are switched at a frequency corresponding to the rotor speed.
In the following analysis, it is assumed that the machine has sinusoidally
distributed stator windings. In addition, the magnetic system is assumed to be
linear and the open-circuit stator voltages induced by the rotation of the
permanent-magnet rotor are also assumed to be sinusoidal. To simplify the
analysis of the three-phase four-pole brushless dc machine considered in later
chapters, in the subsequent analysis, the two-pole machine is described instead
of the four-pole machine since they have the same dynamic equations with the
P
substitution of O1 = — Orm where P is the number of poles, Orm is the
2

mechanical rotor displacement, and Or is the electrical rotor displacement [3].
In Fig. 2- 1, a three-phase two-pole permanent-magnet brushless dc motor is
shown where the magnetic axes of the stator windings are denoted as the asbs- and the cs-axes. The direct-axis or the d-axis denotes the magnetic axis of
the permanent-magnet rotor and the quadrature axis or the q-axis is 90
degrees ahead of the d-axis. The q-axis and the d-axis form the coordinate
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axes of the rotor reference frame and the as- bs- and the cs-axes form the
stationary reference frame. Also in Fig. 2- 1, the wye connected stator windings
are shown with the corresponding voltages and currents.
As a first step in studying and analyzing the dynamic performance of the
brushless dc motor, it is necessary to derive the voltage and torque equations
in the stationary reference frame as well as in the rotor reference frame
variables.
The voltage equations in the stationary reference frame are given in
matrix form as follows :
^abcs = r s labcs ”1" P^abcs
where
|fabcsj

— I^as ^bs ^cs

rS rS rS

The flux linkage vector is given by :
^abcs = Jj S^abcs “b

(2.1-2)

where Ls is the self-inductance matrix of the machine and Xm may be
written as
sin O1
t

Xm

x'

sin ( O1 - ^ - )

(2.1-3)

sin ( dT + -J - )
where O1 is the rotor displacement and Xm is the amplitude of the flux linkages
due to the permanent-magnet rotor. From equation (2 .1- 1), the stator voltages
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are written in expanded form as :
v as = rsias d" LsP^as

vbs = 1Vbs d” LsP^bs “f“

CJrXmCOS Ot

i

2 TT

XmcoS (

f
vcs = TsIcs + Lgpics -I- Wr XmCos (

(2.1-4)

)

(2.1-5)

2 TT
41 ^ )

(2. 1- 6)

These equations will be used in later chapters in studying the stator currents
and in establishing a method for controlling the currents in the system.
Next, the above equations are written in the rotor reference frame using
P ark’s transformation where the stator variables are transformed to the rotor
reference frame. The resulting voltage equations in matrix form are:
V qdos

**s*qdos + ^ r^ q d s

P ^qdos

In expanded form equation (2.1-7) becomes
Vqs = ( rs + PLq ) Iqs + +rLd'lds +

(2.1-8)

Vds = ( rs + pLd ) ids + t^rLqiqs

(2.1-9)

Vos = ( rs + pLig ) ios

(2.1-10)

Lq = L ls + L mq

(2 .1- 11)

Ld = Ljs + Lmd

(2 . 1- 12)

where

The electromagnetic torque is written as :
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T . - ( I ) ( y ) ( XJt Ir,. - XV5, )

(2-1-13)

or as
T . - ( f- ) ( \

) ( XStIr , + ( Ld - L , ) iqsids )

(2.1-14)

where P is the number of poles .
The machine parameters assumed in the following chapters are taken
from [4] and summarized in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1 Machine parameters

Parameter

Value

Symbol

Number of poles

P

4

Voltage constant

x'm

7.089xl(T3 V -m in /r

Stator resistance

rS

Stator Time constant

U

700 //sec

Motor Inertia

Jm

0 .6 5 x 1 0 - 3 oz —in—sec2

Load torque

Tl

50 oz—in

5 .4 n

In the proceeding section, a full description of the voltage-fed inverter
used in the drive system is presented. In most applications, a three-phase
bridge circuit with bipolar or MOSFET transistors is utilized for this purpose.
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2 . 2 D escrip tio n o f a T h ree -P h ase Six-Step V oltage-F ed In v e rte r
As mentioned earlier, the brushless dc drive system is a combination of a
transistor inverter and a conventional three-phase permanent magnet
synchronous machine. The most commonly used inverter that establishes the
desired synchronization between the rotor speed and the stator-voltage
frequency is the three-phase six-step inverter, sometimes referred to as the
180° inverter [5], A schematic of inverter is shown in Fig. 2-2 . As shown, the
inverter requires a single dc source denoted V<jc and six switches, S1 through
Sg. Generally, bipolar transistors are utilized as switching devices in which the
current can only flow in one direction, for example, from the collector to the
emitter and is not allowed to flow in the opposite direction. Moreover, there
are six diodes connected in parallel with the transistors, their purpose will
become apparent in the subsequent discussion.
Next, it will be assumed that the load (the brushless dc motor in this
case) is connected in wye. In addition, the switches and the diodes are
assumed to be ideal, which imply that the current flows only in the allowable
direction and the voltage drop across each conducting device is zero. In the
circuit, the common (neutral) terminal of the load is denoted as " n

and the

voltage source common (ground) is denoted as " g ". The nodes n and g are
not connected electrically. The three phase terminals are labeled as a, b, and c
corresponding to the three phases of the motor. The phase-to-neutral voltages
Van, Vbn, and vcn will be the outputs of the inverter, they are simply equal to
the phase voltages Vas, Vb8, and Vcs. In each phase of the inverter, the switches
operate in a complementary fashion. That is, if S1 is open, then S4 is closed
and vice-versa. It follows that the voltages vag, Vbg, and vcg depend on the

11

Fig. 2-2

Three-phase six-step voltage inverter.
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state of the six switches. For instance, if S1 is closed (and S4 is open), then
vag = Vdc* lOn the other hand, if S1 is open ( S4 is closed ) then vag == 0 . The
same argument hold for vbg and vcg. Consequently,

Vag

will follow the

waveform of S1; Vljg follows S2; and vcg follows S3, as shown in Fig. 2-3.
Now, the phase-to-neutral voltages van, vbn, and vcn are determined using
KirchhofPs voltage law (KVL). Thus
van = vag - vng

(2 .2- 1)

vbn =

- vng

(2.2-2)

vcn = v cg- v ng

(2*2-3)

Vbg

where vng is the voltage between n and g. Adding the above three equations
yields an expression for vng
Vng

= — ( vag + vbg + vcg )

(2.2-4)

Furthermore, assuming that the phase-to-neutral voltages are already
calculated, the line-to-line voltages can be expressed as
Vab = Vag — Vbg = Van — Vbn

(2.2-5)

Vbc = Vbg — Vcg = Vbn — Vcn

(2 .2- 6)

Vca = Vcg -

(2.2-7)

Vag = Vcn - Van

Using the above equations, the switching logic and output voltage waveforms
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Switching logic and output voltages for the voltage inverter.
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for this bridge inverter may be established as indicated in Fig. 2-3. Notice that
vng is determined from the state of the switches and from that voltage the rest
of the voltages are calculated. As an illustration of how the line-to-line
voltages are computed,
vac = +Vdc if S1- S 6 are closed
Va c = - V d c if S3- S 4 are closed
vac = 0.0

if S1- S 3 are closed

The other line-to-line voltages may be established similarly. The sum of the
line-to-line voltages is zero and they cannot be controlled independently .
To explain the purpose of the diodes, it is assumed here that the inverter
is to operate with phases a and c excited, which imply that switches S 1 and S6
are closed. The current circulates in the circuit as shown in Fig. 2-4. As soon
as the switches open, diodes D4 and D3 Start conducting in order for the
current to circulate back to the source. This is due to the fact that the motor
is an inductive element and has energy stored in it after the switches are
closed. Thus, the diodes brings the energy stored in the motor back to the dc
source as shown in Fig. 2-5.
From the above analysis of the inverter, it is apparent that finding a
control scheme for the motor (voltage control, current control, and even speed
control) relies on designing suitable switching logic. This switching logic
depends on the signals coming from the position sensors mounted on the
rotor. They are stored in a conventional ROM or EPROM whose outputs are
the driving signals for the inverter.

(closed)

(closed) S 6j

Fig. 2-4

Current path with phases a and c excited.
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Fig. 2-5

Current path after opening switches S1 and Sg.
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CHAPTER HI

DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS
OF
INVERTER CONTROL STRATEGIES

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, two methods of controlling the brushless dc motor are
discussed and analyzed. The first method is voltage control through pulse
width modulation of the voltage-fed inverter where the 180° conduction mode
applies as opposed to the 120° conduction mode in the current-control
schemes. The second method is current-controlled brushless dc drive system
where the switching logic of the inverter is designed to give the desired output
current. A relationship between the maximum electrical speed (wr) and the
voltage source

(V cJc)

is found as a result of the analysis.

3.2 V oltage C o n tro l b y P u lse W id th M odulations 180° C o n d u ctio n
M ode

Recently, attention has been focused on the use of brushless dc motors as
torque motors where the stator currents are controlled to give the desired
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output torque. Nevertheless, there has been a considerable interest to develop
brushless dc motors as variable-speed drives or as servo motors, in the lowerhorsepower range, mainly due to low inertia, high speed and reduced
maintenance [I]. In each of the above applications, there is a need for control
strategies to produce the desired dynamic performance. A common control
scheme which is employed to control the brushless dc motor involves pulse
width modulation (PWM) of the voltage-fed inverter. In this scheme, rather
than having the transistors or the switches continuously on for 180°, they are
switched on and off at a fixed frequency (F0) to reduce the fundamental
component of the output voltages of the bridge inverter in a controlled
manner [5].
As a result, this PWM voltage control technique represents a means of
controlling the fundamental amplitude of the stator voltages in which the
switching signals of the inverter are modulated and the dc source voltage

V cJc

is kept fixed. The switching signals consist of a sequence of pulses whose width
%
is modulated in a specific fashion. In Chapter II, the switching signals were
plotted in Fig. 2-3 with the corresponding voltages but without applying the
PWM technique. For example, in Fig. 2-3, S1 is turned on for 180° and then
turned off for another 180° (the same holds for S2 and S3). Thus, the name
180° conduction mode. This switching logic along with the PWM technique
form the voltage control scheme for the inverter, where PWM gives a means
of controlling the amplitude of the output voltages of the inverter, in
particular, the fundamental component of the output voltages.
Another possible approach to control the brushless dc motor is by
controlling the phase current with a hysteresis type of control allowing the dc
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current to vary within maximum and minimum bounds. Most of the work
described in the following sections involves a new method of controlling the
phase current which is different from the established methods that have been
normally employed in the past.

3.3 Current Controlled Brushless Dc Drive System
In this section, the current-controlled drive system employing a threephase six-step voltage inverter is described and analyzed. The purpose of this
study is to find a control technique in which the output or phase current is
controlled. Once the phase current is controlled, the motor can be used as a
torque motor where the electromechanical torque is proportional to the qs
component of the phase current in the rotor reference frame. As a first step
toward this goal, in this section, the idealized performance of the currents are
studied, then in the next section, the switching logic is described and a
relationship is found between the maximum rotor speed (4 and the inverter
source voltage

V cJc

to achieve a regulated output current.

The complete drive system that provides a current control for the
brushless dc motor under study is given in block-diagram form in Fig. 3-1. In
this figure, the three-phase two-pole brushless dc motor is connected to the
inverter on one side, and to a multiplexer on the other side. The output of the
multiplexer is connected to a current regulator, pulse width modulation
(PWM) control block and to a decoder. The purpose of each of these elements
will become apparent in the following paragraphs.
The rotor position is measured using three Hall-effect sensors which
determine if the rotor angle O1 falls into one of three overlapping intervals, as

DUTY CYCLE

PW M
CONTROL

MULTIPLEXER

Decoding
logic

.< +

LOGIC CONTROL

Programable
logic
array

AlUl

0’ < Br < IBO

HALL-EFFECT
POSITION SENSOR

Fig. 3-1

Current control of a brushless dc motor.
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indicated in the diagram. The outputs of the three position sensors are
decoded to give the switching signals T l through T 6 as shown in Fig. 3-2.
Each logic signal is high for 120° and low for the next 240°. Thus, the name
120° conduction

mode as opposed to 180° in the voltage control case

described earlier in the chapter. The rotor position is divided into six equal
intervals labeled I through VI, each lasting 60°. In the first interval, T l and
T 6 are on, in the second T 2 and T 6, etc. The driving signals of the inverter,
S1 through S6, depend on the state of the logic signal D and on the switching
signals T l through T 6. The logic signal D can be set either high or low. If D is
set high, then the signals S1 through S6 are identical to T l through T 6,
respectively.
It is clear from the above discussion that, in the first interval, if D is high,
the switches S1 and S6 are on (with S3 and S4 both off). The equivalent
circuit during this interval is the same as the one given in Fig. 2-4. In this
case, the line-to-line voltage vac is equal to V,jc. Applying this voltage to the
as and bs windings forces the current 'Ias to increase. This current continues to
increase until the state of the switches are changed or until the sign of the
applied voltage is changed. This could be done in two ways. The first is by
closing S4 and S6 after the current i^ has reached the preset reference
current. Closing these switches forces zero voltage to be applied to the
windings. With zero applied voltage, the back emf (motionally induced
voltage) of the motor will act to decrease the current Ias. Another way of
decreasing i^ is by switching the complementary switches to S1 and S6. In
other words, this could be done by closing S3 and S4 and opening S1 and S6.
This will apply an equal voltage but with opposite sign to the windings forcing

22
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Ias to decrease. Therefore, in interval I, when the logic signal D is high, Ias
increases and when D is low Ias decreases.
These results may be extended to the other intervals. A plot of the
desired current directions for the six conduction intervals is depicted in Fig.
3- 3 . In intervals II and HI, the current ibs is regulated as opposed to Ias in the

preceding interval. Furthermore, ics is regulated in intervals IV and V and,
finally, Ias is regulated again in interval VI. This would suggest the idealized
current waveforms given in Fig. 3-4. Ideally, the stator currents form square
waves with the amplitude controlled by the reference current Iref.
As seen in Fig. 3-4 , the current flows into the as terminal and out of the
cs terminal in interval I. On the other hand, in interval II, the current flows
into the bs terminal and out of the cs terminal. The phase current has been
commutated from the as to the bs winding. The output currents will not be
ideal square waves since the commutation of the current from one phase to
another, as intervals change, does not happen instantaneously. However, to
simplify some of the explanations of this current control scheme, the currents
are assumed to form ideal square waves.
Returning to the block diagram of the drive system given in Fig. 3- 1, it is
now possible to explain the need for a multiplexer. Since different currents are
controlled in each interval, the multiplexer selects the appropriate phase
current to be regulated depending on the state of the signals T l through T 6 .
This is accomplished using current sensors on the stator windings to decide
whether the phase has been activated or not. The output of the multiplexer,
Im , is the current measured in each interval. For instance, in interval I, Im=
Ias and in interval II, Im= ibs etc. This measured current is utilized as an

OO
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Fig. 3-3

Current directions for the six conduction intervals.
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Fig. 3-4

Idealized current waveforms.
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input to the current regulator along with reference current Iref. The regulator
compares the reference current to the measured current. The duty cycle signal
is an output signal of the current regulator. It is also an input to the
proceeding PWM control block.
The duty cycle of the logic signal D is defined as the time the signal is on
divided by the switching period (ie. ton/T). F 0 is the frequency of the signal D,
which is the reciprocal of the period T (F0= - ) . The control signal D is used
to modify T l through T 6 to give the desired driving signals S1 through S6 of
the inverter. Recall that when D is high, the appropriate phase current will
increase and when it is low it will decrease. Therefore, whenever the measured
current Im exceeds the reference current Irel, the duty cycle is decreased.
Similarly, if Im is less than Iref, the duty cycle is increased so that D is high
more frequently than it is low.
The current regulator may be built with a summer that takes Im and Iref
as its inputs. The output of this summer is connected to an active filter and
then to the positive input terminal of a comparator. The negative input of this
comparator is a ramp signal which is compared with the duty cycle signal. If
the positive input of the comparator is greater than its negative input, the
output signal D is set high, otherwise it is set low. In this way, the switching
frequency is maintained constant while the duty cycle is proportional to the
difference between Im and Iref.
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3.4 A nalysis of th e C u rre n t-C o n tro lle d B rushless Dc D rive S ystem
The primarily goal in the following analysis is to understand the behavior
of the stator current when its phase is not activated. If, for instance, phases a
and c are both exited, it was previously assumed th at phase b is off and there
is no current flowing in it. This particular case which describes the behavior of
the current in interval I is shown in Fig. 3-5. Note that diodes D2 and D5 force
ibs to flow through D 2 whenever the current is negative and through D5
whenever it is positive. A nonzero ibs current will be referred to as a leakage
current since, ideally, ibs is zero in interval I. The analysis performed for
interval I may be generalized to the remaining intervals since the system is
symmetric.
Consider again the stator voltage equations given in Chapter II, equations
(2 .1-4 ) through (2 . 1- 6). These are differential equations with the stator
currents considered as state variables. It is possible to find a solution for these
equations and examine the dynamic behavior for each stator current. This is
done in the next chapter using computer simulation. Thus, if ias and ics are
both known, as the case in interval I, ibs can be found from the following
relationship
ibs = - ( ias + ics )

(3.4-1)

Clearly, if iM and i^ sum to zero, then ibs will be identically zero and no
leakage current will exist in the b phase or in the bs winding. It is useful to
establish a simple relationship between the stator currents, the stator voltages,
and the source voltage V^c which insures zero leakage. To do so, the voltage
equations derived in Chapter II are used. These equations are rewritten here
for convenience
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IN T E R V A L I

Fig. 3-5

Equivalent circuit w ith phases a and c exited.
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Vas = Vag -

Vng

(3.4-2)

Vbs

=

Vbg -

Vng

(3.4-3)

Vcs

=

Vcg - Vng

(3.4-4)

■“ ( Vag + Vbg + Vcg )

(3.4-5)

Now, from Fig. 3-5, the voltages

Vag ,

vbg, and vcg are functions of the

source voltage VtJc. The two voltages vag and vcg are equal to either zero or
Vdc depending on the state of the two switches S1 and S3. On the other hand,
Vbg will be a function of Vdc depending on the direction of ibs, assuming there
exists a nonzero current flowing in the b phase. If ibs is positive, it will flow
through D5 and it will force Vbg to be zero. Otherwise, if it is negative, it will
flow through D 2 forcing Vbg to be equal to Vdc. Assigning a particular function
for each voltage, the following equations results
= I i x V dc

Vbs

=

f2 (ib .)

(3 .4 -6 )

X Vdc

(3 .4 -7 )

Vc t = I 3 X V dc

where fl 5 f2 and f3 are defined as follows

(3 .4 -8 )

c

|0 if S1 is open ( and S4 is closed )
1

I l if S1 is closed ( and S4 is open )
j l if ibs < 0
f* = jo if ibs > 0
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f

_ .

0 if S3 is open ( and S6 is closed )

I if S3 is closed ( and S6 is open )

3
I

V

Substituting equations (3.4-6) through (3.4-8) into the voltage equations given
in (2 . 1- 4) through (2 .1- 6) gives the following set of equations
V dc [ \ fl -

u

Vdc [ \

O

h

- -k
O

O

h

h

O

h

)] = IVas + LsPias +

cos

0T

(3.4-9)

+ f3 )] = fsibs + LsPibs + wr X^ncos(0r- 2 ^ ) (3.4-10)

Vdc [ \ f3 - “ -( fI +

O

+

h

)] = rsics + LsPics + wrXincos(^ + 2 j ) (3.4-11)

Again, the equations are nonlinear differential equations where the stator
currents are the state variables and the functions fj, f2> and f3 are yet
unknown.
The main goal in this control scheme is to force ibs to zero and to keep
the current in the as winding constant. To do so, Ja3 is increased if it has a
value less than the reference current (Iref) and decreased if it exceeds this
reference current. Increasing Ias requires closing S1 and S6 whereupon fi = I
and f3 = 0. However, there are two possibilities for f2 (either 0 or I) depending
on the direction of the current ibs as discussed earlier. As such, two cases for
increasing 'Ias results

case I : increasing Ias with ibs > 0 whereupon ^ = I, ^ =

anc^ f3 —0 .

case 2 : increasing ias with ibs < 0 whereupon ^ = I, f2 — 1>and f3 = 0 .
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case 3 : decreasing 'Ias with ibs > O whereupon fr = 0, f2 = 0, and f3 = I.

case 4 : decreasing Ias with ibs < 0 whereupon fi —0, f2 — I, and f3 — I.

Substituting equations (3.4-6) through (3.4-8) into equations (3.4-2)
through (3.4-5) yields the following set of equations
= fi V dc-y ( h + h + fs ) Vdc

(3.4-12)

vbs = f 2 Vdc- y ( f i + f 2 + f 3 ) V dc

(3.4-13)

vcs= f 3 Vdc- y ( f i + f 2 + f 3 ) V dc

(3.4-14)

Vas

In the first case, ias is increased with i^s > 0- and with fj = I, f2 == Oj an^
f3 = 0 , Substituting the values for

an^ £3 yields the following stator

voltage equations
(3.4-15)

vbs =

-J- Vdc

(3.4-16)

=

-J-Vdc

(3.4-17)

Vcs

=

In the second case, Ias is increased with ibs < 0, whereupon fx
and f3 = 0. Thus, the stator voltages are given as

Il
I-*
,s**
it

J- Vdc

Vas
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vas = J Vdc

(3.4-18)

vbs = j Vdc

(3.4-19)

Vcs

= —I Vdc

(3.4-20)

In the third case, Ias is decreased with ibs > 0 , whereupon fx = 0 , f2 = 0 ,

(3.4-21)

vbs = - I Vdc

(3.4-22)

<j

£

Il
I
CO I l-»

and f3 = I. As such, the stator voltages are calculated as

Vcs

— — Vdc

The fourth case involves decreasing

(3.4-23)

with ibs < 0 , where fj = 0 , f2 = I,

and f3 = I. The voltages are given as
Vi s = - I - V dc

(3.4-24)

Vbs

= J Vdc

(3.4-25)

Vcs

=

J

Vdc

(3.4-26)

So far, the stator voltages that would increase or decrease Ias have been
calculated in terms of Vdc but no constraints have been set on the source
voltage Vdc to establish this task. To do so, the equivalent circuits for the
stator voltages equations given in (2.1-4) through (2 .1- 6) are depicted in Fig.
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3- 6 . From these equivalent circuits and the stator voltages equations found

earlier, a relationships between V jc and the machine parameters are derived.
Previously, 'Ias was increased with the presence of either a positive or a
negative leakage current (ibs) in the bs winding. However, the aim is to force
ibs to zero regardless of its direction so that no current flows in the bs
winding. This could be achieved by finding the conditions for increasing i^
and checking if these same conditions will indeed force its to zero. As has been
discussed, there are four different cases to analyze, these cases are studied
below with their corresponding equations.
The proceeding is the first case where i^ is to be increased with a positive
ibs current whereupon fj = I,

{2

= 0 , and f3 = 0 . The resulting stator voltages

Il
I to

?

Tb.

(3.4-27)

Vde

(3.4-28)

CO

<

K

equations are

= - J

Now, looking at Fig. 3- 6(a), it is obvious that the direction of i^ depends on
Vas and the back emf WrX^nCosflr . If Vas exceeds the back emf (Wr XmcosAr ) then
Ias will increase. Otherwise, if Wr XinCosflr exceeds Vas then iM will decrease. So,
increasing iM requires the following condition
Vas

^

Wr

Xjjj

COSflj.

(3.4-29)

>

(3.4-30)

Substituting (3.4-27) into (3.4-29) gives
2
— Vdc >
t)

uT

COsflr

Note that the last equation is a function of the rotor angle Ar. However, the
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r,
(a)
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U
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Fig. 3-6

t f l ^ o s ( e r+ - ^ )

The equivalent circuits for the stator voltages equations.
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entire analysis in 3.4 is performed for interval I for simplicity. In this interval,
O1

ranges

between

O0

and

60° (0° < 0T < 60°)

where

(l <cos#r < —).

Calculating the two worst cases where O1 = 0° and O1 = 60° yields two
conditions
for O1 = O0 =>

for Ot = 60° =>

Y Vdc > wr
O
Vdc > 4 * ^ Xm

Since the second inequality is satisfied if the first inequality is met, the
condition on Vdc that will increase Ias is
f- Vdc > H \ ' m
O

(3.4-31)

Since ibs is positive in this case, the goal is to force this current to zero or
basically decrease it and check if the condition given in equation (3.4-31) will
indeed force ibs to zero. As before, from Fig. 3-6(b) the condition to decrease
ibs is
Vbs

< 4 X'„ cos (

$, ~

(3.4-32)

)

But vbs is given by (3.4-28), so (3.4-32) becomes
- J Vdc < H

cos ( «, -

)

(3-4-33)

or
J Vdc > - < 4 Xjn-COS ( O1 —y - )
Substituting Ot = O0 and Ot = 60° into (3.4-33) yields the following conditions
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for O1 = O0 =>

for O1 — 60° =>

Vdc > ^ ujT Xm

y Vdc > —

The condition that satisfies both constraints for

o jt

Xm
> 0 is given as
(3.4-34)

Equation (3.4-33) represents the condition for decreasing ibs and forcing it to
zero. On the other hand, equation (3.4-31) represents the condition for
increasing i^. Since the two equations are identical, increasing Ias will actually
decrease ibs and force it to have a zero value.
In the second case, Ias is increased with ibs having a negative value
(or ibs < 0) whereupon fj = I, f2 = I, and f3 = 0 . The stator voltages are
given as
(3.4-35)

(3.4-36)
Again, increasing Ias is given in (3.4-29). Substituting (3.4-35) into (3.4-29)
yields the following equation
Vdc > OJ1 Xm CosO1
v

As before, calculating the worst two cases gives the following :
for O1 — O0 =>

U

Vdc > OJ1 Xm

(3.4-37)
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for Ot = 60° =>

j

Vdc > y H

The following condition satisfies the above two constraints

IU Vdc
> „v > 4
1

(3.4-38)

Since ibs is negative in this case, it is required to increase this this current.
From Fig. 3- 6 (b), increasing ibs requires the following inequality to hold
j

Vdc > Oi \ 'm cos ( 6 ,

)

(3.4-39)

Once again, for the two values of 0T, the following results
for O1 = O0 =>

for O1 = 60°

y Vdc > —

y Vdc > — ojt Xm

which will give the following condition to increase ibs

IO

V dc >

>i

(3.4-40)

However, equation (3.4-40) is satisfied by equation (3.4-38). So, increasing ias
with ibs < 0 will indeed increase ibs and set to zero.
In the third case, it is desired to decrease Ias with ibs > 0 whereupon
fj = o, f2

s= 0 ,and f3= I.The stator voltages are givenas

Vb s- - V
Looking again

Vdc

(3.4-41)

dc

(3.4-42)

at Fig.3-6(a), decreasing Tasrequires that the following
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inequality hold
- j Vdc < wr Xm cosOT

(3.4-43)

Using the same argument, substitution for O1 =O 0 and Or = 60° yields the
following two conditions
for $r = O0 =>

for O1 = 60° =>

O

Vdc > —wr Xm

j Vdc > - J u T 'V

Before deriving a condition for decreasing ias, it should be observed that the
right-hand side of equation (3.4-43) is always positive since the analysis is
restricted for positive rotational speeds and the parameter Xin is- also positive.
In addition, cos Ot is positive in this interval. Thus, in this case, ias is
automatically decreased for any chosen condition. One convenient condition
that would decrease 'Ias and help in also decreasing ibs is the following
| v l t > Iu v

(3.4-44)

Furthermore, since the ibs current is positive, it is decreased using the
following condition derived from Fig. 3-6(b)
- j Vdc < u T Xm cos ( O1 ~ y - )
In a similar manner, the worst two cases are
for Ot = O0 =>

j

Vdc > j u T

(3.4-45)
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for dT = 60° =>

Y Vdc > ~~ 2 °Jt
s'

Thus, the necessary and sufficient conditions for decreasing ibs is given in the
first condition above and is written below as
J Vdc > J O J 1

Vm

(3.4-46)

Equations (3.4-44) and (3.4-46) are identical. Therefore, decreasing Ias with
ibs > 0 will actually decrease the current in the bs winding and set it to zero.
Finally, the fourth and the last case is similar to the third case but with
ibs < 0 and fx=0, f2= l, and f3= l. The stator voltages are given as
v „ - - f V dc

Vb

s

Vdc

(3.4-47)

(3.4-48)

As in the third case, decreasing Ias is given from Fig. 3-6(a) as follows
~

O

Vdc < OJt Xm c o s6 t

(3.4-49)

Substitution for the worst two cases of O1 yields two conditions
for 0T = 0° =>

for Ot = 60° =>

Vdc > —0JT Xm

Vdc > ~ - tjjI Xm

The right-hand side of equation (3.4-49) is always positive in this interval.
Thus, the following is a convenient and sufficient condition for decreasing Ias
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I Vde > H Xjn

(3.4-50)

or
1 „

V 1

v

Now, since ibs < 0, the inequality that would increase this current is
y Vde > Ujr

cos ( Q1

)

(3-4-51)

Substitution for the worst two cases of Ot gives the proceeding two conditions
for Ot = O0 =>

for O1 = 60° =>

Y Vdc > ~ y ujI

y Vdc > ^ l0T

From above, the condition that would increase ibs is given by
I Vdc > V 4 X'm

(3.4-52)

Furthermore, equations (3.4-52) and (3.4-50) are identical which implies that
decreasing the current ias would increase i^s and force it to zero.
The preceding four cases for increasing or decreasing the current 'Ias are
summarized in four conditions given in (3.4-31), (3.4-38), (3.4-44), and (3.450). However, since conditions (3.4-31), (3.4-44), and (3.4-50) are all identical,
a necessary and sufficient condition for satisfying all four conditions is given in
(3.4-38) and is repeated here for convenience
I v dc> H X L

O

(3-4-53)

The above condition will satisfy all the conditions given previously for
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increasing or decreasing the current ibs and forcing it to zero. Furthermore,
this condition will be used in the next chapter in the simulation program for
the brushless dc motor where the source voltage V cJc is set to be greater than
ScJrXm. Moreover, if this condition is met in the simulation, no leakage current
will exist in the deactivated phase and smooth switching will occur between
intervals in addition to proper operation of the drive system.

(
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C H A P T E R IV

D E S C R IP T IO N AND ANALYSIS
OF
F E E D B A C K C O N T R O L ST R A T E G IE S

4.1 B lock D iag ram R e p re se n ta tio n
A block diagram of the brushless dc motor is helpful in understanding its
dynamic performance and may be used to establish the input-output
relationships of the system. This block diagram may be obtained from the
stator voltage equations presented earlier in Chapter II which are repeated
here for convenience
(4.1-1)

Vas ■
— TsIas + LsP^as ”1“

i

Vcs

27r
)

(4.1-2)

i
27T
= rsics + Lspics + wrXmcos( Or + — )

(4.1-3)

V^s = iyibs

L spibs “t”

j

For simplicity, subsequent analysis refers to operation in interval I where Fig.
3-5 applies. In this interval, the current iM flows through the as and cs
windings. If (4.1-3) is subtracted from (4.1-1) to find a relationship between
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the as and cs stator voltages, the following equation results
I

27T

yas^vcs = rsOas—ibs) + LsP(ias—ibs) + wr^mcos[^r- cos^ r +-^")]

(4.1-4)

Frona Fig. 3-5, Ias = —ibs and, using Kirchoffs voltage law (KVL), the voltage
vac naay be expressed as follows
vac

= V as ' Vcs

(4.1-5)

Substituting —ics for Ias in (4.1-5) and applying (4.1-4) to (4.1-5),
I
2 tt
vac = 2rsias + 2Lspias + u T\ m co s{d T- c o s ( d T+ — ))

(4.1-6)

Theline-to-line voltage vac is equal to either Vdc or zero depending upon the
state of the switches S1and S2. Rewriting (4.1-6) so that the current in the as
winding is expressed as an output variable and using some trigonometric
identities, the following equation results
( h - p + I) i„ =

(4.1-7)

From the above equation, a block diagram of the brushless de motor for
interval I is presented in Fig. 4-1 where Ias is the output of the system and Iref
is considered as the input to the system. The motionally induced back emf,
wrX^n*\/3'cos(a;rt — —), may be interpreted as a disturbance to the system. In
Fig. 4.1, the differentiation operator " p " has been replaced by the Laplace
operator " s " as is customary in control system block diagrams. Another
notation introduced in this block is the stator time constant Ts which is equal
to Ls/r s.
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Fig. 4-1

Fig. 4-2

Block diagram of brushless dc motor.

Block diagram of brushless dc motor with back emf neglected.
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The feedback block H(s) is an important element in the analysis and
design of feedback control strategies where infinite types of controllers can be
used. The type of controller investigated in the subsequent analysis is a simple
proportional feedback controller where H(s) — K. in which K is a constant. The
transient response for the system is studied using this feedback strategy and
the computer simulations are also performed using a proportional controller.
This type of controller will show satisfactory results for controlling the phase
current. An important observation to make is that the phase-to-neutral and
line-to-line voltages are discrete-time signals which depend on the source
voltage Vdc and on the state of the switches S1 through S6, and this discrete
nature may cause some problems if classical control methods are applied to
the block diagram in Fig. 4-1. Nevertheless, in the following analysis, the
voltages are assumed to be continuous-time functions. The discrete-time
nature of the inverter switching will be investigated by the computer
simulations presented in the next section where the voltages are switched at a
fixed frequency rate with fixed or variable duty cycle.
The next step in the analysis of the feedback control strategy is to study
the transient and steady-state response with the back emf neglected. As such,
the performance of the output current Iaa is idealistic with all disturbances
neglected. Thus, Fig. 4-1 with Wr X m V F c o s K t- ^ r ) neglected is shown in
Fig. 4-2 where Ias is again the output and Iref is the input and the block
diagram now has a unity-gain feedback loop. The input-output or closed loop
transfer function for the system is given in the following equation
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'ias(s) __
H(s) G(s)
Iref(S)
I +H(S)G(S)

(4.1-8)

Substituting the equations for H(s) and G(s) into (4.1-8) and simplifying gives
the following transfer function
ias(s) _ _________ K_________
Iref(s) _ ( 2r,Ts ) s + ( 2r, + K )

(4.1-9)

The input Iref is assumed to be a step function equal to l/s in the frequency
domain. Applying the Final-Value theorem to (4.1-8) to establish the steadystate current gives
K
2rs + K

Iims _ o { s ias(s) ]

(4.1-10)

This steady-state current depends upon the proportional feedback constant K
and on the stator resistance rs. For K »

rs, the steady-state error is small.

From the transfer function given in (4.1-9) and from the location of the
closed-loop pole, the cutoff frequency is found to be
2rS +

K

wd = — ^ — -

( A l Tl \

(4.1-11)

The cutoff frequency depends upon the chosen constant K and an the machine
parameters. The calculation of this frequency and the steady-state current is
done using the machine parameters presented earlier in Chapter II. Moreover,
if the desired steady-state error is known, it is possible to calculate the
feedback gain constant K and then the cutoff frequency Wd . To do so, the
value of the stator resistance rs is substituted in (4.1-10) to give

(4.1-12)

10.8 + K

Where G(O) is the steady-state current. To find K it is assumed that the
reference current Iref is set to I A and there is a I % error in the steady-state
current from Iref. Thus, the following equation results
K
10.8 K

(4.1-13)

0.99

Solving for K gives K = 1070. Substituting this value of K into (4.1-11) yields
the following ojc\
a; , = — 10-8 + 1070 — _
2 ( 3.78 x IO-3 )

x 105 rad/sec

(4.1-14)

The above frequency corresponds to f = 22.76 kHz. This is a relatively high
cutoff frequency and may cause some problems if the switching frequency of
the inverter is less than this value. In most applications, the three-phase sixstep voltage inverter is switched at a frequency less than 20-kHz and if this
switching frequency is less than the cutoff frequency, instability problems may
occur in the system. To avoid potential stability problems, the feedback gain
is chosen so that the cutoff frequency is at least an order magnitude less than
the switching frequency. The disadvantage of doing so is a large percentage
error in the steady-state current.

4'8—
4.2 D ynam ic P e rfo rm a n c e
C o m p u te rS im u la tio n

of

th e

B rushless

Dc

M o to r

U sing

As shown in Chapter II, the differential equations describing the dynamic
behavior of the brushless dc machine are nonlinear. These equations can be
solved using either a digital or analog computer. In this analysis, the digital
computer is used for the simulation utilizing Fortran 77 computer language.
The simulation is derived from the voltage equations expressed in the rotor
reference frame as they were presented earlier in (2.1-8) through (2.1-10).
These stator voltage equations include the time derivatives of the quadrature
and direct axes stator currents. The zero-sequence component ios is neglected
in the subsequent analysis. Thus, iqS and i{js may be selected as the state
variables for the system. Furthermore, from the torque equation given in (2.115), the rotor electrical speed is chosen as another state variable. The last
state variable is the rotor electrical angle 0r which will change periodically as
long as the machine is operating and is an essential element in finding the
stator currents in abc variables [3]. Finding a solution for these state equations
involves a linear approximation of every state variable at every instant of time
for

which

the

machine

is

operating.

Linearly

interpolating

these

approximations would produce a solution which is very close to the analytic
solution. The state variable approximation is done using Euler predictor and
Trapazoidal corrector methods for integral approximation [6]. One of the
Euler’s formulas that could be used is the forward Euler formula given as
follows
x^ = xj_1 + (tj —tj—x) f*-1

(4.2-1)

Where " f " is a function of the state variables and inputs. Note that xj is an
explicit function of prior known points. This formula is used as a predictor or
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as a first guess of the approximated state variables and unfortunately could
lead to some algorithmic instabilities. To avoid such instabilities and to
achieve more accurate results, the Tfapazoidal formula is used as a corrector
to the forward Euler formula. Thus, the output of the predictor is passed to
the Trapezoidal corrector which is given below as
[xj ]’ = x j_1 + 0 .5 Atffi-1 + [f3Ii ]

(4.2-2)

Where " i " corresponds to the number of iterations required to achieve the
next estimate for a certain state variable and [x-*]' designates the i-th estimate
of x(tj).
The next step in solving this set of nonlinear differential equations is to
set up the initial conditions for the state variables and for the inputs. As
mentioned earlier, there are four state variables for this system, iqS, *ds>

>

and 6t . In addition, there are two inputs, the source voltage for the inverter
Vdc and the load torque Tl . The currents and the angular displacement dT are
initialized to zero, whereas

OJ1

is set to zero if free acceleration of the brushless

dc machine is desired or it is set equal to the base frequency -Wb if constant
speed is to be examined. The base frequency is calculated from the following
equation
uv = f - H »

(4.2-3)

where Wrm is the mechanical speed found to be equal to 3600 r/m in or
377 rad/sec for the specified load torque ( T l = 50 oz-in) [4]. For this value
of Wrm and for a four-pole machine, Wj, = 754 rad/sec. Moreover, from the
analysis in Chapter IE and specifically from (3.4-53), the source voltage Vdc
has to be set greater than 3 WrXm. From the given machine parameters,
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ooT\'m = 51 volts which represents the open-circuit line-to-neutral voltage when
the machine is driven at base mechanical velocity. Thus, VcJc has to be set at
least to 153 volts to satisfy the constraints set forth in Chapter III. The other
input is the load torque which is set to 50 oz-in (0.3528 N-rn).
Now, since all the initial conditions have been set, they are fed to the
simulation program with all other machine parameters as they were specified
previously. This simulation program contains a subroutine which calculates
the transient response of the brushless dc motor for the specified time interval.
In this subroutine, an additional subroutine is called several times to evaluate
the derivatives of the state variables given its present values and the inputs
for the system. Once the derivatives of the state variables are found, they are
passed to the Euler predictor and then to the Trapezoidal corrector to
determine new values for the state variables at that instant of time. An
important observation that could be useful here is that if At in the
Trapezoidal corrector formula is chosen sufficiently small, it would reduce the
number of iterations required to achieve adequate results and usually only a
few corrections are needed to achieve such results.
The stage is finally set to present the dynamic performance of the
brushless dc motor and discuss the results of the current control strategies
described in the previous chapters. Two types of control strategies are
simulated and examined in the next two subsections. The first is the fixedfrcijucDcy fixed-duty-cycle type of current control and the second is the fixedfrequency variable duty cycle with a ramp-comparison type of control.
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4.2.1 D ynam ic P erfo rm a n ce W ith Fixed D u ty Cycle
The following is a basic technique that could be utilized to control the
phase current in a brushless dc machine. Recall from Chapter III, that the
overall block diagram for the drive system is shown in Fig. 3-1. In a fixedfrequency fixed-duty-cycle type of a control, the current regulator does not
play any role and could be deleted from this block. This is due to the fact that
the measured current is not compared with a reference current and pulse
width modulation is immediately applied to the inverter with fixed-frequency
fixed-duty-cycle. The modified block diagram is shown in Fig. 4-3 where the
current regulator and multiplexer have been eliminated and the PWM block is
included with fixed-frequency and fixed-duty-cycle applied. As discussed
previously, the phase current increases whenever the control signal D is set
high and decreases otherwise. Thus, applying PWM control with fixed duty
cycle forces the current to increase or decrease for fixed periods of time during
operation. If the desired switching frequency is 5-kHz, then the period T of the
logic signal D is 200 //sec and if At in the simulation is set to 2 //sec then, for
a 50 % duty cycle, the signal D will be high for 100 time steps and low for 100
time steps (2 //sec x 100 = 200 //sec). Therefore, if a 75 % duty cycle is
desired, then D is set high 75 times out of 100. In this fashion, fixed duty cycle
is digitally implemented and plots of the voltages and currents are presented.
In Fig. 4-4, the stator current i^ (in amps) is shown vs time with a 5-kHz
switching frequency and 75% duty cycle. The total time of the simulation
study is 0.02 sec. The phase current increases in the first interval and then
oscillates about an average value of 1.6 A. In Fig. 4-5, the corresponding
electromechanical torque (in N-m) is plotted vs time where it also increases in
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Fig. 4-3

Current control of a brushless dc motor with fixed duty cycle.
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M.000

Fig. 4-4

iM (in amps) vs time (in sec) for 5-kHz switching frequency and
75% duty cycle.

]

Fig. 4-5

5 msec

(

Te (in N-m) vs time (in sec) with 5-kHz switching frequency,
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the first interval and then settles to approximately 0.5 N-m in the remaining
intervals. This simulation was performed with zero load torque and the initial
rotor speed wr set to 754 rad/sec (base frequency). The rotor speed is shown in
Fig. 4-6. The remaining plots are S1 vs time, vag vs time, vas vs time, and Val,
vs time and are shown respectively in Fig. 4-7 through Fig. 4-10. The plot of
S1 in Fig. 4-7 could be compared to Figs. 4-4 and 4-5 whereupon it may be
observed that the phase current increases whenever S1 is on. The 5-kHz
switching frequency and the 75 % duty cycle are evident in these traces. In
Fig. 4-8, the voltage vag changes between 0 and 153 volts (VlJc = 153 volts)
and coincides with S1 as discussed in Chapter II. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 are
quite complicated to analyze. In Fig. 4-9, the stator voltage

Vas

is shown

where, as expected, its average value, if plotted, would look like a sinusoidal
waveform. In Fig. 4-10, the voltage vab is plotted where also its average value
looks like a sinusoidal waveform and would result from the addition of the
plots for the stator voltages

Vas

and vbs.

The 5-kHz study was performed so as to illustrate the behavior and to
understand the dynamic performance of the machine. However, this is a low
switching frequency, as discussed earlier, and a more desirable frequency
would be in the 20-kHz range. Therefore, the phase current 'Ias is plotted again
in Fig. 4-11 with a 20-kHz switching frequency and 75% duty cycle. Note, for
this range of frequency, At is decreased to 5xl0-7 in the simulation program.
The shape of this trace remains the same as before but with a smaller
variation around its average value which also remains the same as before. The
results for this method of control are reasonable and adequate but there is still
a need to control the amplitude of the phase current and force it to vary
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. .

■within a specified band which will be done in the next subsection.

4.2.2 D ynam ic P e rfo rm a n ce W ith V a ria b le D u ty Cycle
In this control scheme, the phase current is measured and compared to
the reference current Iref and then the control signal D is set proportional to
the current error (Iref —Im). As before, this is represented in Fig. 3-1 with the
current regulator block included in the diagram. To implement a variable
duty cycle in the computer simulation, a ramp function is generated and
compared to the difference between the measured and reference currents (i.e.
the error in the phase current). This ramp function is denoted as r(t) which
varies continuously between -I and I to adjust for positive and negative
currents. An additional variable is introduced to compare r(t) to the error in
the phase current. This variable is denoted as dcy (since it is the duty cycle
signal out of the current regulator block) and is equal to K x( Iref - Im ) where
K is the feedback gain introduced in the previous section. Note that dcy also
varies between -I and I. Once dcy is calculated, it is compared to r(t). If r(t) is
greater than dcy, then the logic control signal D is set low (to decrease the
phase current). Otherwise, if r(t) is less than dcy, the signal D is set high.
The next step is running the simulation with this variable duty cycle
scheme and with 20-kHz switching frequency. The stator current iM is shown
in Fig. 4-12 at rated speed with the reference current

Iref

set to

I A

and with

the feedback gain K set to 190 which corresponds to a 5 % error in the
steady-state current at stall. The resulting cutoff frequency (a>ci) is
26.56xl03 rad/sec or 4.227 kHz which is significantly less than the 20-kHz
switching frequency. The electromechanical torque (Te) is also shown (in N-m)
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i^g (in amps) vs time (in sec) at rated speed with 20*kHz
switching frequency and variable duty cycle.
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Fig. 4-13

T e (in N-m) ys time (in sec) for 20-kHz switching frequency.
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in Fig. 4-13 for rated speed. The torque is constant in all the intervals
implying constant stator currents and a working current control method.
From Fig. 4-12, the phase current is varying between a maximum and
minimum and is well-behaved in every interval. However, there is a large
offset in this steady-state current from the reference current which is set to I
A. This offset or steady-state error is due to the fact that the feedback gain
calculations are performed (as in section 4.1) with the back emf voltage
neglected. On the other hand, the response shown in Fig. 4-12 includes the
effect of the back emf which is significant at rated speed and cannot be
neglected. To find what causes the offset in the steady-state phase current, a
relationship between ias and Iref is derived. To do so, in Fig. 4-1, the back emf
is kept and the operator "s" is set to zero for steady-state operation. In
addition, the average value of the back emf is taken over interval I where Qx
varies between O0 and 60°. Therefore, integrating the back emf with respect to
Q1 over interval I would give an average value equal to

3V F

-CJr Xln volts.

Now, the output current 'Ias is given by the following equation derived from
Fig. 4-1,
w (1+

)

Z

( K Iref

CUt Xm )

(4 .2 .2- 1)

The above equation gives a linear (with a speed-dependent offset) relationship
between i^ and Iref for a specific gain constant K. The offset is the average
value of the back emf given by —------ wrXm. For rated speed, cox is set to 754
7T
rad/sec and X^n was provided in Chapter II to be 7.089xl0-3 V-min/r or
0.0677 V-sec/rad. Thus, the average value of the back emf is 84.4 volts. To
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illustrate equation (4.2.2-1), if K is set to 190 and Iref is set to I A, the
steady-state value of ias in interval I is equal to approximately 0.5 A. In Fig.
4-12, the phase current ias is varying about 0.4 A. Therefore, Ias is slightly
below its theoretical steady-state calculation since the back emf is taken on
the average and the rotor speed cor is continuously changing.
As a final illustration of the dynamic performance using this control
method, the reference current Iref is stepped from I to 2 and from I to 3 A.
The current and corresponding torque are plotted for the same time interval
(from 0 to 0.02 sec) in Fig. 4-14 and 4-15. In Fig. 4-14, the phase current iM is
shown at rated speed (ojr = 754 rad/sec) with Iref stepped from I to 2 amps at
0.01 sec. Again, applying equation (4.2.2-1) for Iref = 2 A gives 1.45 A for i^.
The result in Fig. 4-14 is very close to this calculated value. In Fig. 4-15, Iref is
stepped from I to 3 amps. Finally, the torque is shown in Fig. 4-16 with Iref
suddenly stepped from I to 2 amps.
In summary, the dynamic performance of the brushless dc motor using
fixed-frequency variable-duty-cycle shows some adequate and satisfying results
where the phase current follows the reference current in every switching
interval. Moreover, the performance during a step change in the reference
current illustrates very rapid response characteristics.
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Ias (in amps) vs time (in sec) when I^f is stepped from I to 2
amps.

Fig. 4-15

iM (in amps) vs time (in sec) when Iref is stepped from I to 3
amps.
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T e (in N-m) vs time (in sec) when Iref is stepped from I to 2
amps.
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CH A PTER V

SUM M ARY AND C O N C LU SIO N S

In this thesis, a current-controlled brushless dc drive system has been
developed and analyzed. The switching logic for the voltage-fed inverter was
first described and a constraint on the inverter source voltage was derived to
insure proper operation. This constraint was given in equation (3.4-53) where
the source voltage Vdc had to be set greater than SutXjn to give the desired
output current.
A simple feedback control strategy was then introduced in which
proportional feedback was used and simulated on the digital computer.
Computer simulation was utilized to illustrate the dynamic behavior of the
brushless dc motor. From the traces of the phase current and the
electromechanical torque, the system showed a rapid response to a step change
in the reference current implying a working control method. Finally, a very
useful equation was derived which gives a linear relationship between the
actual phase and the reference current with an offset related to the .motion-ally
induced back emf. This equation depends on the rotor speed

OJ1

and the
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feedback gain constant K. Therefore, these two parameters could also effect
the offset of the phase current. An important observation made in this study is
th at a large percentage error could result from choosing a switching frequency
close to system cutoff frequency. As such, the cutoff frequency has to be at
least an order magnitude less than the switching frequency to insure proper
operations.
All the simulations in this thesis were performed with fixed frequency.
The disadvantages of using variable switching frequencies are unknown power
losses and heat dissipation which could affect the overall performance of the
system. As a final remark, more work could be done in finding different
current control methods. Since the rotor speed affects the offset of the phase
current, it is possible to include

U1

in the current control loop where it could

be sensored, whereupon the duty cycle signal could be varied according to the
motor’s speed.
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